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Sketch for piece six of'a set of porcelain tiles made for Lotherton Hall by Kate Wickham, 1980, at The Granary, Rotherhithe.
work was paid for from the City Purchase Fund with the aid of a 50% government grant.

The

Editorial
During 1980 we have been heavily exposed
through eye and ear to the business of electing
presidents and leaders. In the political world it is
frequently a matter of astonishment that a leader
survives the process of appointing him. Getting
the best man for the job of being President of the
Leeds Art Collections Fund is also of great importance, if less hazardous, and your committee
was more than delighted when the Duke of
Norfolk accepted the invitation with grace and
enthusiasm. A man with such vast commitments
recently placed upon him could so easily have
felt that a new assignment was just one too many.
The Duke remains a dedicated Yorkshireman and
would probably agree that his home at Carlton
Towers is still central to his busy life. Your
committee is very sensible of the compliment paid
to the L.A.C.F. by such a distinguished native
of our part of England. We can look forward to his
taking the chair at next year's annual general
meeting which —unless some unforeseen disaster
again hits the house —will take place once more in
the Long Gallery at Temple Newsam. Work is
nearly complete on the north wing and when
summer breaks again the house should be in full
working order.
To be able to welcome two people to what one
might call the 'Executive'f the L.A.C.F. in one
editorial is quite something. The second is our
new Social Secretary, Mrs. Franqoise Logan,
who has already demonstrated her charm and
imagination in the trips she has planned and so
successfully carried through. One of her great
assets is her enthusiasm and willingness to help
in all manner of ways in promoting the work of
the L.A.C.F. We wish her good fortune and hope
that a sense of achievement will compensate, at
least to some extent, for all the work she puts in.
To say that the death of Lady Gascoigne last
year marked the end of an era sounds a little
trite, but it sums up precisely the sad truth. The
gift of Lotherton Hall by Sir Alvary and Lady
Gascoigne in 1968 with all its assets and potentials,
which continue to be exploited, was one of the
great landmarks in the history of the arts in the
North of England. The quality of their generosity
is hinted at by the story of the flat they created in
the house for use when they were in Yorkshire.
Sir Alvary, it will be remembered, died in 1970

and very soon after Lady Gascoigne made her
permanent home at Lotherton. Her deep interest
and lively views were crucial to the early
development of the house as a 'museum'nd
to
the curators her presence was one of the pleasures
of working there, as were the visits of her sisterin-law Lady Sandys. Inevitably time has brought
unwelcome events but they have not destroyed
the Gascoigne atmosphere. The flat was planned
with Sir Alvary and all the necessary building
work paid for by him with the idea that when it
was no longer needed for living in it could be
readily and cheaply converted into public rooms.
Thus was ensured that eventually the whole of
the main part of the building would possess its
own integrity as a country house museum. So be
it that within six months of Lady Gascoigne's
death the City Art Gallery was closed so that
building could start on the great new extension.
This meant the temporary dispersal of the
pictures and sculptures usually shown there.
Some went to Temple Newsam, others to
Lotherton Hall; they enhance both houses, and
in a number of cases it will be a hard decision as
to whether they should ever leave them and
return to the centre of the city. Early this year
the Gascoigne flat relinquished its privacy: two
fine rooms and a number of smaller spaces and
display-worthy
corridors have allowed the upstairs walk for visitors to become even more full
of visual pleasures. Some of the most beautiful of
the 19th century French pictures in the collection
are shown together in Lady Gascoigne's old
bedroom —newly decorated but in the same
colour scheme that she chose and lived with for
nearly ten years. They bear a silent but eloquent
tribute to her memory. In the other big room it
has been possible to put on show for the first time
the splendid suite of bedroom furniture commissioned
from the Leeds furniture
makers
Marsh and Jones in 1866 by Titus Salt junior for
Milner Field, the house at Saltaire (see article by
Christopher Hutchinson in Calendar No. 80
1977). The furniture was acquired by Leeds in
1978. Other areas have been given to the modern
collection and a bay set aside for Kate Wickham's
ceramic tiles in time for the article on them in
this issue of the Calendar. Perhaps it is permissable to think that a great benefactress,
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The Art Gallery extension: work in progress, December 1980.

blessed with foresight, would have taken pleasure
in the knowledge that the pulse of her house is
still strong, its growth as healthy as ever and
that her quarters are once again very much in

occupation.

Still more of the Art Gallery collections —those
of the 20th century —have been made into a

major Arts Council travelling exhibition called
Leeds'aintings. Put together and catalogued by
Miranda Strickland-Constable,
the Keeper of
the Art Gallery, it has been very well reviewed
and, in the many towns where it has been shown
so far, has apparently been a revelation of the
quality and size of the Leeds holdings of British
art of our own century.
The Art Gallery extension, a photograph of
the model for which appeared in the editorial
of the last Calendar, is already half completed.
The site is now distinguished not only by a
rapidly rising building but also by a bright yellow
tower crane, the slow and deliberate movements
of which belie the activity it produces at base
level. So the first stage in making the Art Gallery
one of the finest in the country is well under way
and the external stonework is due to be finished
by May 1981.
In the summer of this year final negotiations
were completed for the structure of the Henry
Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture. Plans
were drawn up and agreed with Sir Leslie Martin,
the architect chosen to represent the views of the
Henry Moore Foundation, which in turn offered
the city a further $ 190,000 to complete the job as
soon as possible. The tale of the initial gift of
$ 110,000 was told in the editorial of Calendar
No. 85. The importance of the scheme to Leeds
can hardly be over emphasised for it will create
in the city congenial surroundings in which the
great art of sculpture can be enjoyed and
understood in the round through temporary
exhibitions and the permanent collection, as well
as by word and sight, through talks and lectures
and what are known nowadays as visual aidsand very sophisticated these have become. It
should also be stressed that all this will come
about through one of the most far-sighted gifts
ever made to an Art Gallery for building work.
The Study Centre will be linked to the new

extension and will transform a large area of the
east end of the existing art gallery building
fronting on to Alexander Street. It will involve
the whole of what was once the Public News
Room, much of the lecture room, and part of
the old sculpture gallery, the familiar inhabitants
of which will appear in due course in the extension. The main floor of the latter is to be
named the Moore Sculpture Gallery. So the
Study Centre can be seen as stage two of the Art
Gallery success story funded, designed, and on
its way.
What of stage three, the rehabilitation of the
rest of the Art Gallery? Somehow the exhibition
galleries it contains must be brought up to a
standard worthy of the fine new building and the
Study Centre —then a really grand opening
ceremony could be contemplated.
The climate of the first year of the new decade
points to the arts being desperately short of
public funds in the 1980s: not a time to be
wanting more money for an art gallery, even one
as prestigious as that of Leeds, but the clue to
solving the problem may lie in the partnership
principle established with the Henry Moore
Foundation. A partnership implies some benefit
to all the parties concerned. If successful or
progressive businesses or the individuals
who
founded them or run them now were to finance
this last but vital stage they could have their
names set up in perpetuity within one of the
refurbished galleries of their choice. At a lower
level of investment names could be recorded
on a specially commissioned
Patrons'laque
to be placed in a conspicuous position where
every visitor would see it.
There is nothing very original behind such a
proposal; one has only to think of the Tate
Gallery or the Walker Art Gallery at Liverpool
to realise that some names will for ever be
associated with great public amenities. This is
past history maybe, but history is always being
made and how interesting to visitors of our own
time as well as to those of the future to find, in
the brave new art gallery complex at Leeds,
the names of people or businesses who had
survived or thrived or been remembered in the
early 1980s.

A commission for six decorated porcelain
tiles for Lotherton Hall
PETER WALTON

'The ideas I am exploring most, at the moment,
are the interaction between fantasy and realitythe point at which they meet, and are at the same
time thrown apart... The delicate balance
between the ancient world and our modern
environment... the strangeness and comfort of
domestic life —the feelings and subtle relationship
involved there.'o wrote Kate Wickham at the
time of a recent exhibition of her work and that
of three fellow graduates of the Royal College of
Art.'he words relate, in an uncanny way, to
Lotherton Hall and the collections there. At
Lotherton the ancient world meets the present,
and reality and fantasy interact in a domestic
environment in which 'memories, beliefs, ghosts
etc., pass and views change.'2 At the time of that
exhibition Kate Wickham was completing work
on a series of six porcelain tiles for Lotherton
Hall.
Kate Wickham's tiles are the result of a third
commission for Lotherton since it became part
of the Leeds Art Galleries in 1968. The previous
two were for furniture: pine seating and other
equipment for the Oriental Gallery, foyer and
shop from John Hardy of Design Workshops in
1975 —6 and an oak showcase, for the display of
contemporary ceramics, from John Makepeace
in 1976 —7.s Both of the commissions were for
pieces which are regarded as equipment for the
museum rather than as decorative objects for the
purpose of display. Neither Makepeace's showcase nor Hardy's furniture is yet regarded as part
of the Leeds art collections and are therefore not
accessioned as such. The tiles, on the other hand,
are decorative objects for display and have been
accessioned as ceramics in the Leeds collection.
The idea of commissioning museum objects is a
questionable one. It can be argued, in defence of
the commission for the tiles, that it was a commission to make objects which would be part of
the decorative scheme of the museum building
and also that they would be interpretative, encouraging the visitor to think more deeply about
what he sees in the museum.

The furniture was made by two well-established

but the tiles were made by an
designer/craftsmen
artist who had been out of college for barely a
year. Projects like this commission can give
valuable work to craftsmen in those difficult
early years before they become established and
also help to promote their work. This idea is not
new to Leeds. Similar motives lay behind the
Leeds National Pottery Competition of 1978, for
instance. Young potters were helped by the prize
money awarded and by the chance to be noticed
and sponsors. In return the
by employers
museums'ollections
are enriched and new ideas
come in to create a living institution.
Kate Wickham was born in Sheffield in 1953.
She attended the Manchester High School of
Art which, in the late 1960s, was still a school
which specialised in music, dance and art. After
a false start to her Foundation year at Winchester
School of Art she successfully completed a year
at Rochdale in 1971 —2. Then on to the ceramics
department at Camberwell where she studied
etching as a secondary subject. The ceramic work
that she produced there was three-dimensional—
fine cast pieces a little reminiscent of the early
work of Jacqueline Poncelet, and very decorative.
When she first arrived at Camber well the
ceramics department was a traditional one concentrating on throwing. She felt that the course
went her own way,
was 'too structured'nd
although this did not stop her from obtaining a
first class degree. After graduating in 1976 she
travelled for three months in North and East
Africa. The contrast between the desperate
poverty stricken situation of the Africans and the
'totally English elitist situation at the Royal'as a
true culture shock and she no longer wanted to
continue doing what she had been doing at
Camberwell. She spent the first two years at the
Royal College of Art experimenting with ideas.
It took this amount of time to evolve a way of
expressing the imagery which interested her and
the tiles emerged out of this. She admires the
work of contemporary
potters like Elizabeth

Pl. 2 Piece one. The view from the
landing window, 24.5 x 35.5.

Pl. 3

Piece two. The chapel, 35 x 30.5.
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Ptece three. The pond,

24.5 x 36.5.
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Fritsch, for instance, but it has always been
painters rather than potters that have influenced
her work —Paul Klee, Eduard Munch —and she
figurative
likes the work of the contemporary
painters. A rich source of ideas comes from
museum collections. Recently she has spent a lot
of time in the British Museum, particularly in the
Egyptian Room. After graduating from the RCA
in 1979 Kate won a New Craftsman's award from
the Crafts Council to help her to set up a studio
in Rotherhithe where the Lotherton tiles were
made.
To make her tiles Kate Wickham uses the
David Leach porcelain clay from Podmores.
They are not made larger than 35 cms square as
pieces bigger than this would be too difficult to
fire. They are shaped to fit a particular design
idea and the design is then drawn on to the
unfired clay. Although she usually makes sketches
(Frontispiece) these are later very freely interpreted, the ideas changing and developing as a
piece progresses. The drawn-on design is incised
into the clay and parts of it are carved. This
carving has quite a lot of depth to it on two of the
Lotherton pieces (Pls. 2 and 4). The incised lines
are painted and then scraped back to produce a
fine, fragile effect and the paint surfaces are put
on in layers. Sometimes these are rubbed back
to create subtle tones and sometimes treated with
a sgraffito technique to give more positive
textures. The colours used are common underglaze materials and oxides which are mixed on a

palette, like watercolours. The tiles are once
fired in a small electric kiln to 1220 —30 'C and are
then finished by burnishing with wet and dry
paper. No glaze is used.
The idea of the Lotherton project began to
evolve while Kate was still at the RCA. Her work
there contained a powerful imagery, much of
which came through drawing in museum collections, particularly at the V k A, and it seemed to
relate strongly to Lotherton Hall. The brief was
to 'design and make a set of six porcelain panels
about Lotherton Hall'. Apart from that the
artist was given complete freedom. Work began
in early Spring 1980 with three days of drawing
at Lotherton. Sketches, inand photography
in frontispiece emergillustrated
cluding the one
ed from this and these were used as a basis for the
formal commission and to attract a 50% grant
from the government (V R. A Purchase Grant
Fund). All but one of the panels was completed by
July 1980 and numbers one and three (Pls. 2 and
4) were shown in the exhibition The Hidden Spirit
at the Mappin Art Gallery in Sheffield. The complete set was assembled and installed in October,
not set into a wall as they were designed to be,
but into a movable panel, because displays at
Lotherton constantly change and evolve.
The more observant visitor to Lotherton will
recognise in the tiles many of the things that he
has seen in the house and in the gardens. A
mysterious visitor, a 'medieval beauty', plays
the grand-piano commissioned from Marsh and
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Pl. 5 Piece four. Furniture in the collection at Lotherton in the 'Boudoir'. Or is it Colonel
Gascoigne's Medal Room? 30.7 x 34.7.
Pl. 6

Piecefive. A mysterious guest plays the Erard piano in the Drawing Room, 20 x 35.2.
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Piece six. The south front of Lotherton Hall, 30 x 35, signed by the artist and dated 1980.

Jones of Leeds by Titus Salt in 1866 (Pl. 6). A
'transparent woman'eeps from behind a curtain
hung in a gap in the Japanese screen, given by
Sir Alvary and Lady Gascoigne, and looks out
over the pond, full of exotic fish, in the walled
garden (Pl. 4). In Richard Gascoigne's room of
1828 (the 'Boudoir') or is it Colonel Gascoigne's
Medal Room(?), a woman and child are seated
in one of the curricle chairs by Gillows from
Parlington (Pl. 5). A figure crouches under the

16th century oak chest usually seen in the hall,
but here seen at the foot of the bed from the papier
mache bedroom suite which appears in the chapel
on a piece in the shape of a triptych (Pl. 3). The
dark green topiary, blown crooked by the
prevailing winds, is glimpsed through casement
windows and open doors (Pls. 2 and 6). In the
drawing for piece number one, a visitor from
another world, omitted from the tile, is seen
across the park. A close encounter.
There is no official interpretation of'he tiles,
but through looking at them 'one can step out of
one's life into a region of'and composed of

crystals of transparent women dancing, figures
which no obstacle could stop, who could pass
through walls being themselves constructed of
apertures which allowed the breeze through,
the feeling that through the floating figures with
openings like windows, life could flow.'4

Notes
Hidden Spirit, an exhibition of work by Nick Collins,
David Gordon, Larry Knee, Kate Wickham. Exhibition
Catalogue, The Gallery Upstairs, Mappin Art Gallery,
1980.
Sheffield, July/August,
Nick Collins in his notes in the catalogue of The Hidden

1. The

2.

3.

Spiri
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Design Workshops
shire.

(Shelley) Ltd., Huddersfield,

York-

John Makepeace at Farnborough Barn, Banbury and
later at Parnham House, Beaminster, Dorset.
4. Kate Wickham, The Hidden Spirit, as above.

JEAN MUIR, an exhibition for
Lotherton Hall, May-August, 1980
PETER WALTON
Introduction
'A rambling country house, set in the deep Yorkshire
countryside
and approached
by a long avenue
sprouting odoriferous clouds of wild garlic seems an
unlikely venue for a tribute to a great modern fashion
designer.'Barbara Griggs, The 3ean Machine, The
Sunday Times, May 25, 1980).

Lotherton Hall was not, however, quite such
an unlikely venue after all. The house gave the
Leeds costume collection its first permanent
home in 1969 and four years later two dresses by
Bill Gibb, the 'Owl'ress (1972) and the 'Waterfall'ress (1973) were acquired. Since then Leeds
Art Galleries have collected contemporary dress
for Lotherton in a fairly systematic way, representing, in the main, British wholesale couture.
By the beginning of the 1980s work by John
Bates, Kaff'e Fassett, Bill Gibb, Tom Gilby, Gail
Hoppen, Ian R Marcel, Jean Muir, The Mulberry
Zandra
Company,
Rhodes, Pauline
Wynne-Jones and Peter Youel was in the permanent collection. In 1978 the house was the
venue for an exhibition of the designs of John
Bates for his John Bates label and a show of both
John Bates and Jean Varon clothes was staged
there.
Jean Muir had already contributed three complete outfits to Lotherton in 1974, and in 1979
the idea of an exhibition of her work began to
evolve. It was conceived by Leeds Art Galleries
in partnership
with Jean Muir and Harry
Leuckert. A major feature was to be a booklet
about Jean Muir, published
by Leeds Art
Galleries and the Leeds Art Collections Fund as
CATALOGUE
1. Anthony Green
'Jean Muir Checking Buttons', 1979
Oil on board, signed
213.4 x 182.8
Lent by Mr. and Mrs. Harry Leuckert

Lit: Leeds Art Galleries, 3ean Muir, 1980 p. 3
Anthony Eric Sandall Green, RA, b. 1939
The painting shows Jean Muir in the showroom
at 22 Bruton Street. She is standing next to a rail
of garments from her Spring 1980 collection and

10

part of a series about the work of —for want of
better terminology —contemporary British craftsmen. The booklet (jean Muir, 1980) was not a
catalogue of the exhibition and so, in the interests
of art history, it would seem appropriate to
publish a complete check-list of the exhibition
in the Leeds Arts Calendar. Space forbids a detailed
catalogue, but this is on the files at Temple
Newsam House.
The exhibition JEAN MUIR includes work
and documentation covering the period 1964 to
the present, but Miss Muir did not conceive it as
a retrospective —'potu is always'he has said
(cat. 58). Rather it is a picture of the workings of
a wholesale couture company, showing how the
clothes are designed and made, the people
involved in their manufacture and some of the
people who wear them. The material for the
exhibition
some 300 garments,
photographs
and other documents —was brought to Lotherton
from Bruton Street, the home of the company in
Mayfair. The exhibits were selected on site and
the exhibition put together. When it closed at
Lotherton it went on tour, initially to the City
Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham,
the
Ulster Museum, Belfast and the Victoria Art
Gallery, Bath.
Jean Muir was not a graduate of a fashion
school. She gained her experience by sketching
and selling at Liberty's and then at Jaeger where
she became responsible for the design of dress and
knitwear collections. She left Jaeger after six
years and she designed her own first collection
under the name Jane & Jane. In 1966 she and
her husband founded the Jean Muir company.
checking the buttons on the cufF of a red jacket
printed with the 'robot'esign.
Four girls
wearing clothes from that collection —a blue
velvet T-shirt and trousers and jersey dresses with
'glitter dots', the 'JM'esign and 'splash'esign
respectively —emerge from a doorway, walk across
the showroom and fly out of the window into the
dark London streets. Harry Leuckert peeps
through another doorway. In the background is
another rail of garments and a sideboard on which
are displayed Miss Muir's awards. (PI. 8).
is

NOTFS ON THE COLLECTION

I do want to stress that for presentation I think
of a collection in its true sense as a whole not as a
series of individual garments but never forgetting

that the individual garment has to stand up on
its own and go out into the world as an
Muirin pean Muir, 1980, Leeds Art Galleries,
entity.'ean

p. 25

2. Flat pattern for style B2049

Card, thirteen pieces, punched for suede

3. AN IMPRESSION OF THE MODEL WORKROOM IN LONDON (PI. 9)
Photographs showing general view looking

towards Miss Muir in her office; pattern cutter,
cutting from a pattern; taking measurements
from a toile and seamstress.
Shirley Bej
ion, 1980
'I think that fashion is a trade first and foremost,
and only when one knows that trade in all its
aspects can one make it into any kind of art, or
talk grandly in terms of design.'ean Muir.
'Accuracy and system art as imperative as in any
engineering process!
Muir in pean Muir, Leeds Art Galleries,
1980, p. 19
'ean

Pl. 8 Anthony
1979, cat. l.

Green,

'Jean

Muir

Checking

I

Buttons',

s

Igj

<J

>I,
Pl. 9

'

An impression of the model wor k--room in

on d on.
n. Thee display
is
as it was shown in Birmingham,

ov. 1980.
Sept/Nov.

Toile for

style D333 on a Wolf Model Form,
size 10 (Pl. 10) Leather version, cat. 34.
Jacket, black suede printed in gold with the
'flag'esign and trimmed with gold leather; from
Spring Collection 1980, displayed on a Wolf
Model Form, size 10.
Also in the room: roll of card with pattern for
J242 drawn on; a roll of pattern card; a roll of
fabric for making toiles; rail of flat patterns;
work-room stool painted white, folder containing

'Original idea drawings'.

Vogue poster from Vogue, September 15, 1975,
no. 2167, p. 138, 'Jean Muir talking to Georgina
Howell.'our

Sat patterns for sleeves, including that
for D900i l. 'The most rewarding part of my work
is working out new shapes and getting them
right —not thinking of the idea in the first
Muir
'Fashion is not Art, it is industry.......
for Manufacturing
Clothier, vol. 60,
no. 10, Oct. 1979 p. 35.
place.'ean

'nterview

Before a show: Joanna Lumley, Kelly,

J.J.and

Ros Wilkins, 1970
Photograph by Marilyn Stagord
Lit: 3ean Muir, Leeds Art Galleries, 1980, p. 32

'The first thing to remember when thinking of
clothes is that you are covering a body which
already exists; that is the reason for the craft.
Secondly, to remember that the body comes in
different shapes and sizes and thirdly, that the
body
Muir in pean Muir, Leeds Art Galleries, 1980,
p. 1 7.
moves.'ean

A show
Nine photographs. Joanna Lumley, Kelly, J. J.,
the Spring Collection 1971, shown London

October 1970.

Pl. 10 Toile for style D333, as it was shown in Birmingham.

Work-table 2.45 x 1.22 m, the top raked in the
exhibition to display tools of the trade. The top
covered with pattern-card, the sides hung with
white voile.
On the table: the flat pattern for style D333
(20 pieces), the flat pattern for style C2002, a
metre rule, an 18 inch rule, a tape measure, setroulette, punch, dresssquare, french-curves,
makers pins, indicator pins, dressmakers chalk,
thimble, clear sticky tape, clipper, Stanley knife,
notebook and pencil, tissue paper, vinyl tile,
basket containing needles and stapler, another
containing pencils and pens.
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NAVY JERSEY DRESSES (Pl. 11)
7. Navy blue with slate top-stitching, high neck
buttoned up the side. Style D501. Autumn 1974.
8. Navy blue with slate top-stitching, high neck
with tie. Style D513.
9. Navy blue, two tiered dress with V-neck. Style
D829, Spring 1969.
10. Navy blue with square neck, flared sleeves,
navy-blue

suede trimmings.

Autumn

1975.

11. Navy blue with square neck, high waist. Style

D806, Spring 1972.
12. Hats by Grahatu Stnith for JEAN MUIR
Navy suede brim hat. Spring 1976
Navy jersey beret with design of stitched concentric circles. Spring 1976
Navy jersey beanie

1980

with

top stitching.

Spring

Two hair combs with black sequins, navy jersey
spirals and black plastic 'claws', Spring 1980
13. Blouse, navy-blue jersey printed with
in red and white.
14. Rug and cushions, woven from off-cuts of Jean
Muir jersey by Vanessa Robertson and JVorman
'eye'esign

2 oung.

1980

15. Photograph

of Jean Muir wearing a wool dress.

'DISTINCTIVELY JEAN MUIR Living her

philosophy in the shape she made famous:
little dress, impossible to fault from any
and designed to be worn all through the day
white boucle
the year in featherweight
f26 17s 6d, available at
Vogue,

mid-1960s.

a great
angle,
and all
wool;

Harrods.'rom

16. Elsie Mary Long
Photo: Shirley Bejlon, 1980
Cibachrome 36.5 x 26 cm
Miss Long, Company Accountant for Jean Muir
Fashion Designs Limited, photographed in the
showroom wearing a JM jersey dress. In her hand
she holds a bunch of keys.
17. Show Cards 1964 —1980
'I'e acquired, perhaps, my own particular way
of doing something, and thats my
Muir, Vogue, Sept. 15, 1980, no. 2167, p. 139
'handwriting.'ean

Pl. 11

Thirty three showcards from

Vogue, Harpers

and

and Marie Claire covering the years 1964
(Jane & Jane) to 1980.
Number 26 shows the black trouser suit, 1967
(cat. 27), number 7 illustrates the 'jacket of
flying petals woven in black and white diamond
patches... 88 gns, 1969. Photographers include
Olive Arrowsmith, David Bailey, Willie Christie,
Arthur Elgort and Barry Lategan.
Queen

18. Matts Gustavson

'Claude Brouet in her JM navy blue
pencil on paper, 29 x 18.5 cm
Signed and dated Paris Feb-Bo
Claude Brouet, Editor, Marie Claire. The drawing was commissioned for the exhibition booklet
by Jean Muir. It appears on p. 26.
Lent by pean Mair
jacket'oloured

19. Zsuzsi Roboz
'Jean
Muir'harcoal

on paper, 75 x 53 cm

Lent by pean Muir

'I have always felt that ideas are two a penny, but
what to do with those ideas, how to make them
make sense in whatever sphere one is working in,
is of principal
Muir, 'Getting Going', Designer (SIAD),
importance.'ean

Oct. 1979, p. 7.

Navy jersey dresses, as they were shown at Lotherton Hall, May/August

1980.
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Pl. 12

Black and white clothes, as they were shown at Birmingham.

BLACK AND WHITE CLOTHES (Pl. 121
20. Coat, black leather, the collar and cuffs with

black top stitching, the sleeves with punched
pattern. Style no. C4010. Autumn 1979. Worn by
Carol Charming in Shirley Beljon's photograph

(cat. 98).
21. Tunic, black leather, square shape with square

neck, smocking front and back and white top
stitching. Spring 1975. Worn over a white jersey
blouse with flared cuffs and tie at neck. Style

B682.

22. Dress, black suede, flared V-neck with tie, gold
snake-skin trim. Style D621. Winter 1977.
23. Jacket, black suede, short square neck. Trimmed
with silver snake-skin. 1972. Lent by Felicity Green.
24. Tunic, black with gold and silver brocade, black
collar, the black pockets with radiating 'piping'.
1969. Lent by 3ean Muir.
25. Jacket, black with silver, red and blue brocade,
wide collar, large turned-back cuffs, triangular
black buttons. Style B223. Autumn 1979. Worn
over a black ribbed T-shirt. Autumn 1979.
26. Top, black cashmere, 1964 (Jane k Jane). Lent
by Lady Chelsea.

j

27. Trouser suit, black with white collar and cuf's,

black covered buttons, the pockets with radiating
'piping'. 1967. Lent by Mrs.
Stevens (see cat.
and 171.
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Lady Pamela Harlech's wedding dress is on the far left.

28. Dress, black jersey; sleeveless, the V-neck and
arm-holes decorated with beading by Graham
Smith of flowers in brilliant, glittering colours.
Style D691. Spring 1979.
29. Dress, white jersey, flared from the bust with a
wide tie with top stitching at V-neck. Style D136.
Lent by 3oanna Lumley

30. Wedding Dress, white wool, high neck, puffed
sleeves and long cuffs, a decoration of loops in

silk cord above the high waist. Hair comb with
plaited cord and tassels by Graham Smith. 1969.
Lent by Lady Pamela Harlech

Pamela Colin, married William David Ormsby
Gore PC, KCMG, Lord Harlech in 1969.
31. Rug white jersey with black stripes, the white
flecked with red, green, grey and black. Woven
from JM off-cuts by Vanessa Robertson and
JVorman

I'oung.

32. Buttons, nine suede covered panels with ten
years of buttons for JEAN MUIR in enamels,
plastics etc.

33. John Bratby
'Jean

on canvas, 38 x 38.5
Signed and dated 1979
Lent by Mr. and Mrs. Harry Leuckert.
John Randall Bratby RA (b. 19281
Muir'il

36. Jacket, orange suede, short with

37.

38.

puff'ed sleeves,
and rufffed collar and with punched design.
Style J534. Shown with black jersey trousers
T512 and white jersey T-shirt B963. Spring 1977.
Jacket, turquoise suede printed with
in gold white and purple. Style J3049.
Spring 1979. (Vogue poster, cat. 42).
Jacket, peach suede, short with punched design.
B1057. Spring 1978. Shown with a necklace
and green flowers and beads, from Butler
and Wilson (Vogue poster cat. 42).
Coat, luxury grey suede C3018. Spring 1979.
Shown with cream jersey dress with blue
D357. Spring 1980.
Six hats in suede, by Graham Smith for JEAN
'butterfly'esign

of'ink

39.

'flag'rint.

40.

MUIR.
41. Selection of sttins> colour range for Autumn
season 1976.

42. Six Vogue Posters
a. Vogue cover, July 1974...'flowers by the
thousand on a long silk chiffon dress, cape top,
ruSes all round, skirt very flared; by Jean
Vogue cover, March 15, 1977...'Hit look for
Jean Muir —goatskin jacket over matte jersey
T-shirt, turban, Graham Smith for Jean
Muir.'.

Muir.'.

From

Vogue,

jacket (cat. 38).

March,

1978, peach

suede

d. Vogue cover, September 15, 1978...'Best
British Dressing, Jean Muir's soft angora coat
to wrap
with no

around

you; full loose to mid-calf

fastenings.'.

From Vogue March 15, 1980, suede jacket
with 'butterfly'esign
(cat. 37). 'Terrific.
High points from British Collections. 50 ways
to look right
From Vogue. Liberty print, pink chiffon,
now.'.

PURPLE> MAUVE AND NAVY CLOTHES
43. Dress, purple silk satin with 'snake-skin'rint.
Label: Henri Bendel Limited Edition. 1969.
Lent by Margaret Bronson. Overdress, purple suede.
Lent by Mrs. g. Stevens.

44. Dress, navy jersey with 'button'rint. Autumn
1977. From a Children's collection; made for a
Pl. 13

Pansy suede coat with basque. Style D333 (see Pl. 10),

as shown in Birmingham.

SUEDES (Pl. 13)
34. Coat, pansy suede with basque. Style D333.
Spring 1980. Buttons by Nuala Jameson. Shown
with white jersey blouse and black slit-skirt.
Spring 1980. This is the leather version of the toile

cat. 3.
35. Jacket, Geranium suede with gold 'flag'esign.
Style J4074. Spring 1980. Shown in the painting
by Anthony Green, cat. l.

10 year old.

45. Culottes, wine wool-crepe. Style T012. Autumn
1977. Wine 'lace'esign blouse. Style B016. From
a Childrens Collection.

46. Jacket, navy Liberty print silk. Style J456.
Summer 1980
47. Jacket and skirt, navy jersey. Style JS751.
Summer 1979.
48. Dress, navy jersey with 'glitter', leather trimmings. 1974. Lent by Elsie Mary Long
49. Coat, grape leather with spiral punched design.
Style C2002. Autumn 1976.
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50. Jump suit, navy jersey with 'glitter'. Spring 1980
51

'Glitter'eret

by Graham Smith.
Two rugs black jersey with gold thread, and
two cushions, red purple and mauve jersey
with silver thread. Woven from JM ofl'-cuts by
Vanessa Robertson and Porman young.

NEW YORK
52. Anne Marie Barden
Two Original drawings for Henri Bendel advertisements,
ink on paper 30.5 x 19, 27 x 19,
30.5 x 16.
Signed. 1965 —66.
Lent by pean Muir

53. Three advertisements from The New York
Times (Henri Bendel).
Sunday July 27 1969...'Matte Jersey. Smallest
little bodice. Flowy sleeves. Easy skirt, THROAT
RINGED IN CRUSHED JERSEY. HER UN-

FLAPABLE LITTLE RAYON MATTE JERSEY IN SEA GREEN, BLACK, SLATE,
BLUE, SIZES 6 TO 12 $ 160. THE 4TH
April 18, 1971...'RED MATTF, JERSEY. A GLORIOUS LITTLE LICK-OFFLAME DRESS THAT SPILLS, CLINGS...
YOU'E ALREADY GUESSED THAT ITS
JEAN MUIR'S... $ 225 NOW IN JEAN'

59. Amanda Verdan
Photos: Shirley Bejion, 1980
Cibachrome 37.5 x 26.5 and 29 x 29 cm

Showroom
Manageress
at JEAN
MUIR 1. Portrait 2. Amanda assembling shoes

Amanda,

etc. ready for sending a collection to America.

60 Jenny Troy
Photos: Shirley Bejion, 1980
Cibachrome 36.5 x 24.5 and 38 x 30 cm
Jenny Troy, model
l. In white jersey dress and hat, 1980; 2. In the
outfit, (cat. 63, ill. booklet p. 24.)
NUALA JAMESON
Nuala Jameson makes buttons, buckles etc and
plastic jewellery for JEAN MUIR.
61. Photograph of Nuala Jameson and Caroline
Broadhead in their studio in Covent Garden.
62. Jewellery, buttons and buckles, coloured plastics,
by Nuala Jameson.

MULTI-COLOURED

GARMENTS (Pl. 14)
get the clothes right for the body they'e
on they can look however the wearer looks—
sometimes funny, sometimes up to date. The
handwriting
is mine, but the reading is the

'If you

FLOOR.'unday

OWN

February 13, 1972...'jean muir's new
dresses speak english... all now in the muir
shop on 2/from $ 235/come on in/and let them
talk to
by MACAGNI
SHOP.'unday

wearers.'ean

65.
66.
67.

68.

Spring 1979.
This outfit is worn by Jenny Troy in Shirley
Beljon's photograph, cat. 60.
Top, yellow jersey with green top stitching
in red, green,
printed with 'cut-out'esign
purple and black. B736. Spring 1979. Trousers,
purple jersey with 'robot'rint in white. T513.
Spring 1980. Cord and jersey cummabund by
Graham Smith, decorated with sequins.
Tunic, red jersey with 'splash'rint in gold, blue
and black. B647. Trousers, red 'glitter'. T628/1.
Spring 1979
Blouse, purple jersey with 'cut-out'rint. B744.
Spring 1979.
Blouse, red jersey with 'splash'rint
in gold
blue and black. Spring 1978.
Dress, emerald green jersey with white
D431. Spring 1980.
Man's shirt, red jersey, the back with 'carrot
J604. Spring 1978.
T-shirt, slate jersey with 'clown face'rint in
yellow, green and red. B591, Spring 1978.
Dress, printed silk. 1970. Lent by joanna Lumley
Cushions, red jersey, by Vanessa Robertson and
'robot'rint.

face'rint.

70.

Jean'il

Lent by pean Muir

'The past, present and future are all in one
continuous movement. Pour is
Muir in Vogue, Sept 15, 1978, p. 139.
always.'ean
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64.

69.

58 Bettina Shaw-Lawrence
'Portrait of
on board, 65.5 x 55.5 cm

September 15, 1980, p. 139
'tracery'esign.

you.'rawings

GRAHAM SMITH
Graham Smith, Milliner to Jean Muir
55. Photograph of Graham Smith by Shirley Bejion,
1980
Gallerie paper by Ilford Ltd.
56. Three Vogue show cards showing hats by
Graham Smith for Jean Muir: pink brim hat,
February, 1972, white jersey hat, March 1973
and navy blue jersey pull-on hat, February, 1974.
57. Two hats: pink brim hat with flowers 1972; beret
with blue sequins, 1979

Vogue,

printed with 'clown face'n blue and white,
B.587, and raw silk trousers in red printed with
the 'butterfly'esign
in green, gold and black.

Henri Bendel

Seven colour photographs of windows advertising
Jean Muir clothes at Henri Bendel, West 57th
Street, New York.

Muir in

63. Coat, multi-coloured suede (two greens and red)
and
printed with the 'splash'esign
C1069. Worn with T-shirt, red jersey

71.
72.

Porman J'oung

Pl. 14 Multi-coloured
the left.

73. Multi-coloured

suede and jersey garments,

plastic jewellery

as they were shown in Birmingham.

by Nuala

Jameson
74. Dress, multi-coloured jersey: blue, red, green,
yellow and black. Autumn 1975. As worn by
Joanna Lumley in the exhibition booklet in a
photograph by Michael Barrett, p. 14.

Photo by Shirley Bejion, 1980
Cibachrome 24.5 x 37.5 cm

Colours and prints from ten-years
mounted on 50 cards.

78. Adrian George
'Jean

PEOPLE WHO WEAR JEAN MUIR CLOTHES

79. Viscountess Patricia Rothemere
Wife of Harold Esmond Harmsworth,
3rd
Viscount of Rothermere
of Hemsted Vere,

production

pencils on paper, 48 x 38.5 cm
Signed and dated, August 1979
Lent bp pean Muir
Cover for Designer (SIADI, October, 1979
Muir'oloured

'My ancestry is Scots, and I thin'k I'm very much
a Scots type. They'e tenacious and with some
kind of Celtic wisdom. I always think that something stood me in good stead.'esigner, October,
1979, 'Getting Going', p. 7.
for the
Photographs
specially commissioned
exhibition from Shirley Bejion
On Cibachrome paper by Ilford (colour)

FABRICS AND FABRIC-PRINTERS
75. Rosie Faulh and Guy Martin
76. Janie and Michael Fieldsen
Photo by Shirley Bejion, 1980
Gallerie Paper, 36 x 22 cm
77. Fabric samples

The outfit worn by Jenny Troy on

Chairman and Chief Executive, Associated Newspapers, since 1971; Chairman Daily Mail and
General Trust Ltd. since 1978.
38x25 cm

80. Mrs. Jocelyn Stevens

Formerly a fashion model. Wife of Jocelyn
Edward Greville Stevens, Deputy Chairman
and Managing Director, Express Newspapers.
37x27 cm

81. Belle Shenchman
37 x 26.5 cm
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82. Belle Shencktnan

91. Jill Bennett

83. Lady Simone Warner
Wife of Sir Frederick Archibald Warner (Sir
Fred Warner) GCVO, KCMG, CMG. Formerly
H.M. Diplomatic Service. Conservative Mem-

39 x 24.5
92. Louise Pleydell-Bouverie

36x 29 cm

ber for European Parliament
29 x 36.5 cm

84. Fleur Cowles
Writer, editor, artist
37.5 x 24.5 cm
85. Princess Galitzine
Shelaigh Galitzine,
Limited
37x 24 cm

86. Joanna Lumley

Actress. Formerly
Limited
36.5 x 29

(Somerset).

Co-ordinator,

Jean Muir

29x37 cm

LIBERTY PRINT DRESSES etc. (Pl. 15)
Shown in the 'Cape'oom at Lotherton
93. Shown on figures: two silk dresses with

flower

prints. Styles D184 and D166. Spring 1975
94. Shown in the oak wardrobe by Collier and
Plucknett: silk and rayon dresses, various seasons,
hats by Graham Smith.

Also in the room
95. Patrick Proctor

house model for Jean Muir

87. Lady Pamela Harlech
Writer

26.5 x 37 cm
88. Sian Phillips
Actress

26.5 x 37 cm
89. Lady Antonia Fraser
Writer

36.5 x 25.5 cm
90. Bridget Riley CBE
Artist
37 x 26.5 cm

Pl. 15

Actress

Liberty print dresses, as shown at Lotherton Hall.

'Jill

on canvas, 128 x 178 cm, 1971
Bennett'il

Lent by john Osborne

In the painting Miss Bennett is shown wearing
the red jersey dress, cat. 96.
96. Dress, red jersey. Style D735. 1971. Hat by
Graham Smith. (Pl. 16)

PEOPLE WHO WEAR JEAN MUIR CLOTHES

Photographs specially commissioned for the exhibition
from Shirley Bejion
On Gallerie paper by Ilford (black and white)

97. Mrs. Tommy Steel
Wife of Tommy Steel, singer and actor

38x25

cm
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Pl. 16 Patrick Proctor, 'Jill Bennett', 1971 and the JM jersey dress, cats. 95 and 96.

98. Carol Charming
Entertainer

37.5 x 23.5 cm

99. Judy Parfitt
Actress

26x 36 cm

100. Adrienne Corri
Actress
25 x 29.5

101. Glenda Jackson

on stage for Rose at
Actress. Photographed
Duke of York Theatre, 31)3)80
39x 24
102. —111. Photographs of the following people who
appear on Cibachrome photographs by
Shirley Beljon (cat. 79 —92): Bridget Riley,
Antonia
Fraser, Pamela Harlech (2),
Joanna Lumley (2), Mrs. J. Stevens (2),
Amanda Verdan, Belle Shenckgtan, Fleur
Cowles.
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Pl. 17

Three black jersey dresses as worn in the photograph by David Bailey in Vogue, 1972. As shown at Lotherton Hall.

AAGE THAARUP
Aage Thaarup, the Danish milliner who did hats for
Jacqumar when Jean Muir worked for them. He
introduced Jean Muir to Jaeger.
112. Photograph of Aage Thaarup
by Shirley Beljon, 1980
Gallerie paper, 33 x 22.5

117. Three black jersey dresses, 1972

Style D934, D936, D900/l.
As worn by Joanna Lumley, actress, Paddy Grey,
singer and Mrs. Joanna Vignola in a photograph for
15, 1972,
Vogue by David Bailey. Vogue, September
no. 2072, p. 16/17. A variation of this photograph was
illustrated in the exhibition booklet p. 8/9.

AWARDS

BLACK JERSEY DRESSES (PI. 17)
Shown in 'Rhodesia'oom at Lotherton
113. Dress. D938. 1972
114. Dress. D133. Spring 1977
115. Jacket, black suede, short with pink leather trim.

J4019. Autumn 1979

116. Dress,

silk chiffon with pink and black flower
print, bending by Graham Smith. D351. Autumn
1976. Shown with black sequin hat by Graham
Smith.
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118. Dress of the year, British Fashion Writers
Group, 1964; Ambassador Award for achievement, 1965; Harpers Bazaar Trophy, 1965;

Fashion
Maison Blanche Rex International
Award, New Orleans, 1967, 1968 and 1974;
Churchman's Award as Fashion Designer of the
Year, 1970; Neiman Marcus Award Dallas, 1973.
'I inherited a sort of Scottish pride in my work,
not being satisfied until something is done as well
as it can possibly be.'ean Muir in Vogue,
September 15, 1978, p. 139.

Fifty years of new ceramics in Leeds
ANTHONY

WELLS-COLE

'Confronted by pottery such as Haile has been
making during the last ten years, even a person
not normally interested in the crafts is forced to
realize that pottery is an art with a range and
power of expression not less than that of
words, written in 1946', also sum up a
philosophy that has guided the formation of the
modern ceramic collection in Leeds, and it is
appropriate that the work of T. S. Haile, which
the writer was describing, was the first to be
acquired. Haile himself wrote in 1938 in a letter
to Philip Hendy who was then the Director of
Leeds City Art Gallery: 'I am extremely glad to
hear... that I am to be represented by a pot in
the City Art Gallery and am gratified that you
have chosen one of my
followed this acquisition in leisurely
fashion, adding only four more pieces in the years
up to 1973, but the list includes a Philip Wadsworth and three Bernard Leach pots. True, one
might have wished for a Staite Murray, but he
is superbly
represented in the Milner White
collection at York City Art Gallery. These early
purchases together demonstrate the convergence
of potters drawing inspiration from different
cultural backgrounds, one oriental, the other
western, upon a single aim, that of establishing
pottery on the same level as the work of painters
and sculptors.
The use of the term ceramics, which is free
from the functional implications of the word
pottery, will help to suggest these aspirations.
Historically, to a Chinese or a Japanese, the idea
of function has never carried with it the pejorative
overtones that it does in the West. Indeed, most
of the oriental pottery which is so highly prized
today was made for some perfectly simple
domestic purpose; but, because of some quality
particularly attuned to their religious or philosophical ideas, the best has become an object of
contemplation, charged with a spiritual significance far transcending practical function.
It is this that gives to Oriental ceramics a
status far more elevated than pottery in the West.
to
Realizing this, Bernard Leach returned
England from the Far East and attempted to
raise western appreciation to comparable heights
painting.'hese

best.'eeds

through books, teaching and work firmly rooted
in Chinese and Japanese ceramics.
The standard range of tableware he introduced
at his St. Ives pottery provided training for a
number of Britain's finest domestic potters,
establishing this country's still pre-eminent reputation in this area. The three one-off pieces
acquired for Leeds from the Penwith Society and
from Leach himself a particularly worthwhile
procedure we try to continue, wherever possible,
today —represent this aspect of his work very well,
the best very strong (Pl. 18), only one betraying
traces of the sterility of a western brush attempting oriental calligraphy. Just how much better
Chinese brushwork is can be gauged by looking
at a superb 14th century tp'u-chou storage jar in
the Savery Collection, shown in the Oriental
Gallery at Lotherton Hall.
The first two acquisitions for the collection were
the vase called Gleopatra, by Sam Haile, and a bowl
by P. S. Wadsworth. These potters, with William
Staite Murray who was their teacher, believed
that there was plenty in Western civilization to
draw on, in contemporary painting particularly,
and Haile's vase is muscular rather than refined
in form, its decoration and colouring owing much
to contemporary painting (Pl. 19). This piece
happens to be stoneware but he also worked in
earthenware which he decorated with slips, a
technique which has a centuries-long tradition
in England.
What forces have influenced the way in which,
the collection
has
from these beginnings,
developed in the 1970s? There are three in
particular. The gift of Lotherton Hall to the
the greatest, for
city in 1968 is unquestionably
it has enabled the decorative art collections to be
brought up to our own time and shown there in
The very existence
sympathetic surroundings.
of superb collections of ceramics is another
factor. Leeds has an outstanding collection of
Chinese ceramics bequeathed by Frank Savery
in 1965 and exhibited with some Gascoigne family
pieces in the Oriental Gallery at Lotherton.
Equally fine and comprehensive in its way is the
collection of English pottery from the 17th to the
19th century, much of it given or bequeathed by
21

Pl. 18

Bernard Leach, vase 1952 (37 2t52).

Pl. 19

Sam Haile, Cleopatra 1937 (2)38).

Pl. 20 Janet Leach, jar 1976 (25.1/76).

T. E. Hollings in the 1940s, and shown at Temple
Newsam. These two collections can provide
practically all the historical background material
one needs to understand the traditions that 20th
.h e
century potters have accepted or rejected. T
third factor in the way that the contemporary
collection has grown is the realization that
because of the quality of these existing collections
the aim must be the outstanding rather than the
merely representative.
Janet Leach is one of those who have successf 11 built on oriental models. She was born in
America and her work has many affinities witith
anese ceramics. Her vase (Pl. 20) is a fine
example of freedom and spontaneity, both in t h e
way she has slashed vertical lines into the clay
and in the way that she then splashed it with
glaze, a glaze which is first cousin, if many times
removed, to the wood ash glazes used on many
of the Chinese pots in the Oriental Gallery at
Lotherton. Michael Cardew and Mick Casson
are representative of those potters w"ose worrk

J
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but often far transcends it.
Cardew's 'Gwari'oup
tureen (Pl. 21) is an
example of the pottery he made back in England
under the influence of African pottery he came
into contact with in Nigeria. It is a fine example
of the completely natural synthesis of more than
one cultural tradition: the form is an African one,
adapted for Western use, the technique of
sgraPto decoration, in which the lines are scratched
through a raw glaze applied to the still-damp
clay after throwing, was a speciality of Chinese
country potters in the 14th century —there are
fine examples in the Savery Collection. Before he
worked in Africa from the 1940s, Cardew's work
had much affinity with the traditional English
slip-decorated earthenwares which first inspired
him, and two characteristic bowls dating from
the 1930s show him at his best in this difficult
medium (Pl. 22). It is not easy to think of many
potters whose sheer enjoyment of clay as a
material equals that of Cardew, but look at any
handle on a jug by Mick Casson and you will
realise that he is one of those few. His very large
temmoku glazed jug (Pl. 23) (the word temmoku
is Japanese, used to describe a favourite Chinese
brownish-black glaze highly prized by Japanese
collectors in the 12th and 13th centuries —there
are many superb specimens to be seen in the
Oriental Gallery) was made before he moved
from Buckinghamshire
to Herefordshire:
the
handle was certainly pulled from the lip using
both hands and has the necessary strength and
spring to balance the size of the body.
is based on function

Pl. 21 Michael
(26 2/76/.

Cardew,

Gwan

soup

tureen

Pl. 22

Michael Cardew, bowl 1930s (24 2/76).

PI. 23

Mick Casson, jug 1975/76 (25 2/76).

1975/76
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Islamic pottery and the lustre technique, of
which there are a limited number of pieces in the
Leeds collections, given by Frank Savery and Sir
Roger Stevens, has inspired two potters whose
work is otherwise very dissimilar. Alan Caiger
Smith combines this difficult technique with
calligraphic brushwork unique in contemporary
ceramics. In his large open bowl (Pl. 24) this
brushwork is actually reserved in white against
a brushed-on cobalt ground, a technique which
has closer reference to European tin-glazed
earthenwares, of which there are some very good
17th and 18th century examples at Temple
Newsam. The other lustre potter is Sutton Taylor.
His pottery was exhibited at Temple Newsam
this summer and three pieces (Pl. 25) were
acquired, showing the very personal way in
which he uses the technique. His work has beauty
of form, richness of colour, decoration that has
now delicacy, now primitive strength.
It is possible to see in all these potters links with
oriental or
whether
traditional
techniques,
western. With Lucie Rie and Hans Coper we feel
that the technique had to be invented to suit
their artist vision, which was strongly influenced
Style they came into
by the International
contact with during their training in Vienna and
Germany respectively. Their range of surface
effects is similar in being severely restricted, Rie's
dependent on colouring oxides and a few mostly
Pl. 24

24

Alan Caiger-Smith,

bowl

c. 1973 (32/73).

neutral glazes, Coper's exploiting the textural
possibilities of multi-layered slips. The power and
consistency of their work seems to stem from the
very restrictions of technical resources that might
prove inhibiting to others less disciplined. The
simplicity, inevitability almost, of their results,
is misleading. Lucie Rie's small bottle (Pl. 26)
with spiral colouring was not only thrown in

1980 (43 3/80).

Pl. 25

Sutton Taylor, Hedgrrou

Pl. 26

Lucie Rie, bottle 1974 (34/74).

three parts, to achieve the cylindrical body,
curved neck and flaring lip, but the spiral is
achieved by mixing half the porcelain clay used
with metal oxides, and throwing the coloured and
uncoloured clays together; a matt glaze brings a
sfumato subtlety to the spiral figuration. Hans
Coper's work is also deceptively simple. The
black bottle (Pl. 27) is typical of his technique:
thrown elements are cut, flattened and joined,
the wheel-formed origin of the flattened body
suggested by a solitary turned
their teaching and their example,
Lucie Rie and Hans Coper have been two of the
most influential potters of the 60s and 70s. Their
inspiration can be detected in a whole wave of
young ceramic artists who have likewise searched
for the right medium in which to express their
ideas. Glenys Barton, for instance, turned to a
material and a decorative technique which were
England's
chief contribution
to industrial
ceramics from the 18th century to the present day.
Her two piece Pyramid (PL 28), made in 1972, is
manufactured in bone-china and decorated with
a transfer printed design. It anticipated much
impressive and increasingly
sculptural
work,
some of it done, appropriately,
in conjunction
with Wedgwood. Elizabeth Fritsch's very personal technique is perhaps based more closely
on Hans Coper's than on any English tradition.
Her forms which are often extremely flattened
into what she calls 2$ dimensions are produced
by coiling, and the patterns (at first derived from
her observation
of geological faults but increasingly analagous with aspects of music) are
made in colours inspired by fresco paintings and
derived from subtlely composed slips. Crescendo
Pot (Pl. 29), made in 1976, marked a high-point
in her career and two pieces she made for
Pots about Music in 1978 (a Leeds exhibition which
subsequently toured Great Britain) demonstrated
the extremes of simplicity and complexity, of
quiet and loudness she can achieve in her work.
The pale, mottled exterior surface of Smokey
Optical Pot (Pl. 30) overlies an elaborate pattern,
the colours of which she had found disturbing,
and gives it a serene, weightless appearance.
Piano and Saxophone Duo suggests the relationship
of two instruments and combines this with the
complexity ofjazz rhythms and musical colours.
It is difficult not to be aware of the techniques
that another progressive ceramic artist, Martin
Smith, has employed to express his artistic aims,
because the way in which he has adapted the
spiral.'hrough

Pl. 27

Hans Coper, bottle 1974 127]741.

Pl. 28

Glenys Barton, Pyramid

I 1972 (2]74).
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course, many affinities with rock and many
and these were
besides plasticity,
qualities
exploited by Josiah Wedgwood in his polished
stoneware in the 18th century. Despite their
nature and apparent abstraction,
sculptural
Martin Smith's pieces always retain the idea of a
containing vessel. His work has been more
appreciated abroad than at home, so to set the
record straight Leeds Art Galleries have initiated
an exhibition which will be shown in Leeds in
1981, and then elsewhere in Britain.
Another ceramic artist who is inspired by
architecture is Dennis Farrell who lives and
works in Yorkshire. He has made a study of
derelict buildings, weaving sheds and
houses which form such an important
element in the northern industrial landscape;
from these he has taken and developed elements
for much of his recent work, achieving rich
surface textures with many layers of slip, some
coloured (Pl. 33). This slip technique recalls that
workers'errace

Pl. 80

Pl. 29

Elizabeth Fritsch,

Crescendo Pot

1976 (2 1/77).

techniques is so unusual and so successful. For
several years he specialised in raku, which is a way
of firing clay to a low temperature,
pottery while it is still hot so that unglazed
areas turn greyish black, then quenching the
piece in cold water. It is a Japanese speciality and
unpredictability of the results accorded well with
their philosophies. Martin Smith's achievement
has been to harness the technique towards an
aesthetic which is completely founded in European culture, a personal aesthetic in which there
So
is little scope for the random or unplanned.
striking are his raku bowls (Pl. 31), with their
precise decoration inspired by a study of Renaissance architecture and perspective, that it is
hardly surprising that the technique has tended
to distract the viewer's attention away from a
consideration of Martin Smith's aims, and for
this reason he has turned to a material which is an
from which
one —red earthenware
everyday
flower pots are made although the way in which
he uses it is far from common. Two pieces
(Pl. 32) made in the last couple of years show the
precision of surface (and in one case, pattern too)
which Martin Smith achieves by grinding the
piece after it is fired, as if it were stone: clay has, of
'reducing'he
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Elizabeth Fritsch,

Smokey Optical Pot

1978 (42/78).

Ph 31
Martin Smith,

bowl 1978.

of Hans Coper, but the sculptural quality in his
work is at present representational
rather than
truly abstract.
Alison Britton obviously enjoys clay in its

plastic state although
she is perhaps
most
interested in decoration, in which she specialised
while at the Central School and the Royal
College of Art. She now concentrates on making
jugs by the slab technique, which frees her from
the centrifugal constraints of the potter's wheel.

The pair of jugs made in 1978 (Pl. 34) complement each other perfectly in form and in
decoration. They are both birdlike in form and

they are painted with freedom and humour.
Recently she has begun to decorate the slabs of
clay before making them into jugs and increasingly the forms have been inspired by the
decoration itself, an unusual phenomenon
in
ceramics where generally decoration follows
form. Kate Wickham, whose tiles commissioned
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Pl. 33

Dennis Farrell, Weaving Shed Walls

I 1979 (48(80).

'<Pqltkl

Pl. 32

Martin Smith, vessel 1978 (40 1(80).

for Lotherton are mentioned elsewhere in this
issue, has concentrated exclusively on painting
flat tiles, using biscuit porcelain in a technique
that has many historical precedents, both Oriental

and Western.
Andrew Lord, who like Alison Britton trained
at the Central School, is a sculptor rather than
a potter, and his work should not be seen
there are
although
as functional
primarily
private owners who do use his coflee sets —as to
do so invites comparisons with domestic pottery,
when his intentions are very different. Round
very well his
Shadow Set (Pl. 35) illustrates
interest in Post Impressionist still-life paintings
because what he has done is to render them into
three dimensions. So each object in the set
most noticeably the tray, when you see it in
real life —is painted with the shadows that would
be created by a raking light falling on it. Other
sets, based on Cezanne, have been brightly
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Pl. 34

Alison Britton, Pair of jugs 1978 (41/79).

coloured, and, based on Cubist paintings, monochrome black.
It must be clear that, since 1973, the collection
has concentrated on the work of young, progressive ceramic artists. It is therefore entirely
appropriate that under the terms of The 1978
Leed's National Pottery Competition, which was
sponsored by Royal Doulton, selected work by
the main prize winners was acquired, for they
showed a considerable
range of talent. The
format of the Competition was precise, the design
of tableware for manufacture in a studio or by
industry in a factory, and some of the solutions
were very successful. Simone Lyon, for example,
tableware a sensitive
brought to functional
and delicate glazes, a
touch in hand-building
sureness of hand and eye later demonstrated in
her outstanding
Degree show at Camberwell,
where she was a student. Les Paine showed a set
of tableware designed for use by the disabled,

Pl. 35

Andrew Lord, Round Shadow Set 1978 (10/791. Photo; B. van de Wetering.

and Royal Doulton undertook to investigate
the possibility of putting this into production,
an important step towards improving the design
of industrial ceramics, which was the purpose of
the Competition. To have the prototype in the
collection underlines the continuing interest in
the products of industrial
manufacture,
and
this is entirely complementary
with the 18th
century industrial pottery which is the heart of
the historic collections of English ceramics at
Temple Newsam.
No collection can hope to be comprehensive.
Part of the excitement of becoming familiar with
different collections is seeing the different areas
each chooses to cover. If the Leeds collection
tends to focus on the progressive it does not do so
irrespective of its historic collections of earlier

Chinese and European
ceramics. Moreover
it is true to say that in all the varied work
discussed, however sculptural or abstract it may
be, clay and the processes to which it is subjected
for it to become permanent are essential not
only to their realisation but to their very con-

ception.
Notes

1. A. G. Sewter, 'T. S. Haile, Potter and Painter',
Apollo XLIV, December 1946, p. 163.
2. In a letter to the author, 30 July 1974, Hans Goper
wrote: I am very glad to hear from Lucie Rie that
you have chosen two pieces of mine. This is
particularly gratifying for me because Temple
Newsam House was a very stimulating place for
me in 1944 —when I lived in Leeds for a while.
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Checklist of contemporary

ceramics acquired for Leeds between 1958 and 1980

They are listed in order of their date of acquisition and the format of the entries is as follows: inventory number; artist's name;
title or description of object; material (E = earthenware, S = stoneware, P = porcelain, BC = bone china, R = raku), height or
diameter (d) in centimeters, source and date of acquisition (Bt = bought, Bq = bequeathed, Pr = presented)

T. S. Haile 1909-1948

40.5
d58.8
19.1
17.2
51.7
21.9

Pr Mrs. King Farlow 1958
Bt 1948
Bt Penwith Society 1952
S
55/52
Bernard Leach 1887-1979
Bt Artist 1952
5
57.1/52 Bernard Leach 1887-1979
Bt Artist 1952
S
57.2/52 Bernard Leach 1887-1979
Jar c1952
Bt Craftsman Potters Association 1972
S
b1927 Vase 1972
27/72
Joanna Constantinidis
Bt Craftsman Potters Association 1972
5 28. 9
b1927 Vase 1972
28/72
Joanna Constantinidis
S d54.7 Bt Artist 1972
Bowl 1972
51/72
Sutton Taylor b1945
E d25.1 Bq Jocelyn Horner 1975
Plate c1920
LACF
Henry Moore b 1898
Bt Scottish Craft Centre 1975
5 29.8
25/75
Dave Cohen b1952
Whisky bottle 1972-5
E d42.5 Bt Craftsman Potters Association 1975
Bowl c1975
52/75
Alan Caiger-Smith
Pyramt'd I 1972
BC 10
Bt Oxford Gallery 1974
2/74
Glenys Barton b1944
Bt Artist 1974
S 54.5
Bottle 1975/4
Lucie Rie b1902
9/74
15.5 Bt Artist 1974
S
Bottle 1974
27/74
Hans Coper b1920
S 21.2
Bt Artist 1974
Flat vase 1974
28/74
Hans Coper b1920
50/74
Elizabeth Fritsch b1940
far with triPle fracture rim 1974 5 15.7 Bt Crafts Advisory Committee 1974
Bt Crafts Advisory Committee 1974
5 19.4
Oval Jar 1974
51/75
Elizabeth Fritsch b1940
P d22.9 Bt Artist 1974
Bowl 1974
52/74
Lucie Rie b1902
P <122. 5 Bt Artist 1974
Lucie Rie b1902
Bowl 1974
55/74
Bt Artist 1974
P 20. 5
Bottle 1974
54/74
Lucie Rie b1902
Bt Park Square Gallery 1974
S 27.9
Urn 1974
10/75
Sutton Taylor b1945
E d55.5 Bt 1976
Bowl c1956
24.1/76 Michael Cardew b1902
E (126.8 Bt 1976
Bowl 1950s
24.2/76 Michael Cardew b1902
Bt British Craft Centre 1976
S 26
25.1/76 Janet Leach b1918
Jar 1976
Bt British Craft Centre 1976
5 44. 5
25.2/76 Michael Casson b1925
Jug 1975/6
E d54
Bt Potter 1976
26.1/76 Michael Cardew b1902
Rose Bowl 1975-6
Bt Potter 1976
E 25.5
Gwari Soup tureen 1975-6
26.2/76 Michael Cardew b1902
Bt Artist 1976
S 51.1
Crescendo Pot 1976
Elizabeth Fritsch b1940
2.1/77
Elizabeth Fritsch b1940
2.2/77
OPtical Pot with Pentatonic
Bt Artist 1976
S 25.5
Cross Rhythms 1976
E 17.2 Bt Park Square Gallery 1977
Annie Bowden b1955
14.77
Teapot 1977
Bt Artist 1978
Elizabeth Fritsch b1940
41/78
Saxophone and Piano Duo 1978 S 57.1
Bt Artist 1978
S 42.8
Elizabeth Fritsch b1940
42/78
Smokey OPtical Pot 1978
Pr S. M. Cooper through LACF 1978
R 28
Bowl 1978
LACF C5 Martin Smith b1950
Pr Artist 1978
E 14. 1
Coffee Pot 1978
45.1/78 Rita Dezis b1957
Pr Artist 1978
E 10
Condiment Set 1978
45.2/78 Ritz Dezis b1957
BC d16.7 Pr Artist 1978
Tableware 1978
45.5/78 Julian Dowson b1955
Pr Artist 1978
P 11.2
Tea for One 1978
45.4/78 Julian Dowson b1955
19.5 Pr Artist 1978
45. 5/78 Julian Dowson b1955
Early Morning Tea Set 1978
Pr Artist 1978
5 16.5
Coffee set 1978
45. 6/78 Susan John b1956
Pr Artist 1978
P 28
Coffee set 1978
45.7/78 Simone Lyon b1957
E d15.8 Pr Artist 1978
Four bowls 1978
45.8/78 Susan Walker b1955
E d14.2 Pr Artist 1978
Two cups and saucers 1978
45. 9/78 Lindy Wright b1954
11.5 Pr Artist 1978
S
45. 10/78 Les Paine b1955
Teapot and cradle 1978
Bt Anthony Stokes Ltd 1979
E 25
Round Shadow Set 1978
Andrew Lord b1950
10/79
Bt Artist
R 28.6
Bowl 1978
Martin Smith b1950
12/79
Bt Artist 1979
S 28.2
Alison Britton b1948
41/79
Jug 1978
Bt Artist 1979
S 25
Alison Brinon b1948
42/79
Jug 1978
Bt Artist 1979
Six titles 1980
P 54.8
Kate Wickham b1955
28/80
Firelilies 1980
E d54. 2 Bt Artist 1980
45.1/80 Sutton Taylor b1945
Bt Artist 1980
E d59
Minator 1980
45.2/80 Sutton Taylor b1945
Bt Arust 1980
E d20
Hedgerow 1980
45.5/80 Sutton Taylor b1945
Bt Artist 1980
E 24. 6
Vessel 1978
40.1/80 Martin Smith bl950
Bt Artist 1980
Vessel on plinth 1979
E 29.5
40.2/80 Martin Smith b1950
S
55.6 Bt Artist 1980
Dennis Farrell b1949
Weaning Shed Walls I 1979
48/80

2/58

10.1/48
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P. S. Wadsworth

Cleopatra

1957

Bowl c1948
Vase c1952
Vase c1952

S
S

Two new furniture
ANTHONY

acquisitions

WELLS-COLE

The diversity of contemporary

furniture makers
could hardly be demonstrated better than by a
circular table by Freddie Baier and a series of
chairs by Erik de Graaf, which have recently
been purchased for Lotherton Hall with the aid
of government grants.
Baier's table (Pl. 36) was made in 1978 after a
design and a prototype that won The Sunday
Telegraph craft award that year. The designer
has taken a fresh look at a conventional type of
furniture,
the circular table supported
on a
central column with tripod stand (there are
several variations on the theme dating from the
early 19th century already at Lotherton), and has
breathed new life into it by using the vocabulary
of machinery. So the supporting struts are
expressed in terms of telescopic dampers, although
they are of course simply turned out of solid
timber. This table has served as a seminal piece:
from it came Baier's design for a conference table
for the Oxford Centre for Management Studies,
where the tensioning
unwas accomplished
ashamedly by a lattice of steel wires such as

might support a complex of radio transmitting
masts. Another striking ide;> is Baier's use of
brightly coloured stains. In tht case of the Leeds
table these are transparent green and orange,
elements
and they accentuate the individual
without concealing the beauty of the figured
sycamore. Indeed the figure is enhanced by
slight fading of the stain which also highlights
the craftsmanship of the dovetailing in the table
base.
In Erik de Graal's chairs the idea of a chair is
reduced to its simplest terms. But this has only
been achieved by a great deal of research,
of the
starting from exhaustive measurements
human form and study of sitting positions and
habits. The cross-chairs (Cover) are almost
infinitely adjustable within a range of positions
determined by the proportions of the platform
elements which differ from one to the other.
The mechanism is simplicity itself: one board
runs through
a slot in the other —an idea
which de Graaf has patented, not without some
difficulty —the structure being locked solid in

Pl. 36 Fred Baier, circular
table 1978.

a

~r

virtually any position by the weight of the sitter.
The box chair (Pl. 37) is the most recent design
and it explores a range of sitting positions
through a movable back-strut that locks into
grooves in the bottom of the box.
The remarkable aspect of de Graafs chairs is
that they make no use of the traditional language
of chairs, legs, seat rails, back posts and splat,
and so on. The cross-chairs, in particular, are
simplicity itself; when not needed they can be
taken apart in a moment and stored completely
flat. Because the grain of the timber would

intrude upon the abstract, sculptural form of the
chairs de Graaf selects the materials, usually
beech or mahogany and plywood, purely for their
structural qualities, and finishes them with many
coats of grey lacquer. In all of this there are
strong hints of the chairs designed sixty years ago
Gerrit Rietveld, but these
by his countryman
were essentially anti-rational whereas de Graafs
mark a real advance towards the reduction of the
idea of a chair to its simplest terms, an aim that
has attracted the eA'orts of the most distinguished
architects and designers of this century.
Pl. 87 Erik de Graaf,
box-chair 1980.
Photo: David Ward.
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INTERNATIONAL

ESSAY PRIZE

FURNITURE

AND

FINE ART AUCTIONEERS
AND

A prize of gr5o is offered for the best
unpublished essay on history, literature or
the arts in connection with the City of
fork. 7he essay should not exceed 7,5oo
words and should show original research.
7he 7rust hopes to arrange publication of
the prize essay. Completed essays must be

submitted by I5 May 1981. Competitors
should notify'heir intended topic in
advance to the Secretary of the Trust,
Mr. P. Simison, The University of cwork,
Heslington, I'ork, 7 Ol 5DD.
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